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NE has only to visit much of the third world today to be convinced of the continuing
relevanceof PopeLeoXIII's I89I encyclical,RerumNovarum,especiallyinitssupportfor
improved living conditions for workers, a decent wage, the right to form unioni and the

need for State intervention to protect workers from exploitation. Living conditions in many parts
of Europe a century ago were not much different from the appalling third world conditionsioday,
although Britain, Germany, Belgium and France had already done much to eliminate the worst
abuses of women and even very young children working in mines, of people not uncommonly
working 14 hours a day over a seven-day week, and of bare subsistence wages.

Rerum Novarum is certainly one of the most significant landmarks in the history of the Catholic
Church in the modern era. It is the foundation document for the Church's later social involvement,
especially in Europe, but increasingly world-wide. Subsequent major Vatican social documents
consistently refer to it as their source of inspiration. Yet surprisingly, the document itself, and even
Pope Leo XIII, have received little attention from scholars in recent decades and little has been
published on them in English for some yezrs. Hopefully this deficiency witl be remedied with the
centenary.

Recently I have written a history of the general context of Rerum Novarum and its significance
for Europe, the United States and Australia. But rvriting it has been a somewhat disturbing
experience. With the benefits of hindsight, the deficiencies in the Church, and especially of the
papacy and Vatican, have been glaring. Yet I believe it is extremely important for the
contemporary Church to evaluate carefully its earlier responses to the 'social euestion, to
understand better the processes involved. Many of the most obvious deficiencies of papal social
thinking have been remedied by the Second Vatican Council. Leo's theory on Church and State,
his opposition to religious liberty and the attacks on political liberalism have been abandoned. In
practice, much of Leo's political thinking was ignored in the English-speaking world, where
Catholics had benefited from religious toleration and political liberalism. yet the Leonine
synthesis remained in place in Rome, and could cause Catholics in liberal democracies no little
embarrassment if used as propaganda against them, as during Al Smith's campaign for the US
presidency in I928.

So if Catholics think that this centenary will be the occasion simply for celebraring the
superior insight and moral leadership of the papacy, they may well be in for a shock. As John
Coleman SJ wrote in 1986, analysing such a document and its background can reveal some
unple asant surprises.I lt is not simply that Leo XIII wrote a century and a half after the start of the
industrial revolution in Britain and so a formal Vatican response to the problems of industrialisation
was late in coming. But an examination of the overall context for Rerum Novarum reveals what a
distressing and sorry state the Church was in throughout most of the nineteenth century. The
outcome of the events following the French Revolution devastated Church organisation and led to
a sharp decline in Catholic scholarship. As a result, the Church was unable to respond satisfactorily
to the processes of secularisation sterrrming from the Enlighterunent and modernisation, and
particularly industrialisation itself.

lnstead, the Vatican response, particularly under Pope Pius IX, had been to tighten Catholic
defences, exalt its own religious authority and isolate itself from the challenges coming from the
burgeoning sciences and socio-political movements. The polarisation between tfue Church and the
modernising movements of the French Revolution forced the Church into alliance with legitimist
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political reaction. The great enemy at the time appeared as Liberalism. What the Church
understood by this is not easy to describe, since it was an amalgam of many elements, but it was
understood almost in a Manicheurn sense as the embodiment of evil.z

This European Catholic perception of Liberalism was very different from that in English-
speaking countries, where Catholics increasingly enjoyed political and religious liberties, as well
as the economic opportunities of liberal democracies. In an era before rapid communications and
at a time when the papacy was heavily reliant on Italian clergy who had little if any experience
outside their own country, the Vatican interpreted liberalism as (big-L) Liberalism, articulated by
Italian nationalistswho were using the arguments of political liberalism to absorb the Papal States
into a united Italy.

The importance of the Roman Questiory of the Vatican resolve to maintain or restore the
Papal States, cannot be underestimated; the prominence given this issue geatly distorted Vatican
perception of the significance and meaning of political liberalism. And since the Vatican relied on
foreign powers to help preserve its political independence, it was excessively cautious in its
support for political and civil liberties; in I83I, it forbade the Poles to revolt against their Russian
overlordt a message which applied also to Ireland, Belgium and elsewhere.

The first major effort to reconcile the Church and political liberties, initiated by Felicite de
Lamennais, Pere Lacordaire and Montalembert in the pages of L'Avenir in 1830-31, came to grief
through the haste and mistakes of Lamennais and the intransigence of groups in the Vatican under
Gregory XVI. Modern political liberties were condemned in extravag:rnt terrns by Mirai Vos

(1832). The result was that the new Ultramontanism was firmly embedded in the web of political
reaction, favowing monarchy and the restoration of the old hierarcNcal pattern in society. Thus
the Counter-Reformation mentality was reinforced, deepening the intellectual isolation of the
Church.

The initial hopes of Catholic liberals that Pope Pius IX would break out of this bind were
dashed by events in Rome and the Pope's flight to the Kingdom of Naples in 1848. He entrenched
himself in an intransigent position against his enemies and political liberalism. His declaration of
the Syllabus of Errors in 1864 seemed to pit the Church against all the modern political and civil
liberties, and made even more difficult the efforts of Catholic social reformers to make progress in
analysing and proposing solutions to the new problems arising from industrialisation and
transforming the face of Europe.

The Social Catholics

Various groups of Catholics had tried to develop a response to the new social problems from
the early nineteenth century. Tlr'e Avenir goup had a significant influence on Frederic Ozanam,
who in I8l3 founded the St Vincent de Paul Society. He is not well known in Australia for his
support for what were radical causes in his day: political liberalism, democracy, trade unions,
increased wages and State regulation to protect workers (Moody, p.l29ff1. Others favoured
'Christian Socialism' and the development of producers' co-operatives. But most of the social
reformers belonged to the paternalistic aristocratic wing who were suspicious of giving workers
real power. The moment of truth for the Church in France came in 1848 after the July Revolution
and the revolt of the workers. Ozanam was a central figure in the events which led to the
accidental shooting on the barricades of Archbishop Affre as he negotiated to try to end the
fighting. Despite the warnings of Ozanam, Catholics svurng to support the forces of reaction, and
the working classes of France became deeply and bitterly alienated from the Church
(Moody, p.133-a).

The traditionalist spokesman, Louis Veuillot (1813-1878), attacked the liberal Catholics and
insisted that poverty was willed by God. The more progressive Catholic social groups had been
severely defeated, and Catholic efforts at social reform were thereafter dominated by the
conservative paternalists who tended to favourmonarchy, were suspicious of worker organisation
and tried to limit the power of the State. Particularly important were the Counts Albert de Mun
(1841-1914) and de la Tour du Pin (l$4-1925), the latter later being strongly influenced by Karl
von Vogelsang (1818-I890) andhisplansfor a corporate society.3 Thismeant an outrightrejection
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of capitalism as well as socialism, and a retum to the 'order by occupations' of the Middle Ages. His
views were extremely anti-liberal.a His Romantic Conservatism allowed him to be used by
conservative and integralist forces in Austria, and influenced Catholic movements there in an
authoritadan direction.

In Germany, Fr Wilhelm von Ketteler (I8l I-77) emerged as a prominent and charismatic
figure who challenged the charitable model of Catholic social action and called for basic structural
reform and social justice.: He recognised the problem of industriatisation as the most important
question of his time, and insisted that the right to property be interpreted as the right to the use
willed by God, not for indulgent luxury. He said that 'the Church also sanctifies the idea of
communism by redirecting the use of property to the welfare of all' (Moody, p.59I). The ideas of
Marx were not well known in Germany at the time, and he rejected the Marxist version of
communism, as well as the Manchester Liberalism which was being touted in Germany. He did
not totally reject capitalism, but called for its reform, and saw the mission of the Church as being
'to free the world from this new slavery: pauperism'.0

He changed his views over some years so that he ended by supporting greater State
intervention to regulate the economy and ensure that justice was done, and campaigned for
increased wages, reduced working hours, Sunday rest, and restrictions on where women and
children could work. He was also involved with the founding of the Centre Party and drawing up
its platform in 1870. His death from cholera in 1877 was a great loss to the Church, but the Centre
Party developed as a model for Catholics elsewhere of lay Catholics independent of the clergy and
of the Vatican, pursuing their lay ideas of social reform. The Party was to be non-confessional and
Christian Democratic. It played a major role in the defeat of Bismarck's Kulturkamrlagainst the
Catholic Church.

The issue of lay independence in political matters was to be a keen one, especially after the
Centre Party was overruled by Pope Leo XIII and forced to a premature agreement with Bismarck.
Moreover, the Party leader, Windthorst, was particularly opposed to the integralist and clericalist
politics among Leo's German advisers, particularly Bishop (later Cardinal) Georg Kopp, and
Cardinal Galimberti.z Windthorst and the Centre Party leeiders favoured collaboration with the
socialists to defeat Bismarck, to the alarm of the integralists.

However, Leo )ilII did begin the process of accommodation with the new democracies after
the almost entirely reactionary period since the French Revolution, but he was hardly a liberal in
the modern sense of the word. Rather he wanted to restore the papacy to a position of moral
Ieadership in the world, or rather, in Europe, and to restore Cfuistendom. He looked to Pope
Innocent III (l198-1216) as his model,s and favoured the medieval assumptions of an organic,
hierarchical, religious society, based firmly on the patriarchal family. tt is this vision which
underlay his extensive writings on Church and State, liberty and the problems of current
civilisation.

Yet it was a vision which blurred a deeper understanding of the processes of secularisation, for
the Church did not have the scholarly resources or the political flexibility to analyse or understand
clearly and the internal dynamics of capitalism, industrialisation and modernisation.

Leon Harmel led the break away from the older philanthropy by setting up his models of
industrial democracy, trying to make the workers responsible for as much as possible in the
running of savings banks, co-operatives and insurance societies, though he did not break
altogether with paternalism. The pilgrimages of workers he led to Rome made a deep impression
on Pope Leo XIII. The study goup known as the Fribourg Union under Cardinal Mermillod, also
made recorrunendations to Leo XIII, but it wasstrongly influenced bypaternalism and corporatist
ideas.

Leo's position

Leo had been very concerned about the rise of socialism, the topic of his 1878 encyclical, Qaod
Apostolici Muneis. He denounced the'deadly pest' of socialism and its claim to absolute equality
among all and defended the inviolate nature of the right of property. His answer to povertywas, as
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the Chu.ch constantly stressed, for the rich, under tfueat of eternal punishment for violating
charity, to give out of their surplus to the poor. As for the workers, he recommended that under
'the guardianship of religion . . . [they] make all associates contented with their lot and move them
to a quiet and peaceful life'.e Thus Leo's initial attempt to address these questions was very
conservative and did not advert to their basic structural dimensions.

In Rerum Novarum Leo offered his systematic attempt to answer the Social Question. He
attacked both capitalism and socialism, the former for reducing workers almost to slavery, and the
latter for attacking the basic of social order in private property, the State, religion and the
hierarchical nature of society. Curiously, though, his defence of property was generally in terms of
the wage earner or peasant farmer, since he drew from a labour theory of value strongly influenced
by the thought of John Locke, though he also conceded the title of inheritance which was
necessary to secrle family life.to

Leo also claimed that the right to property stemmed from the fundamental natural law. He
added a metaphysical argument that the worker impressed his personality on the material with
which he worked, thus establishing a claim on it lEtrler and Morrall, 328 para. 7l). Here he had
unwittingly departed from Aquinas, who had argued that the right to property was not from the
primary natural law but from an addition to natural law for pruposes of good order. For Aquinas,
the primary natural law referred to common use. Leo quoted Aquinas on the dimension of
conxnon use: 'Man should not consider his material possessions as his own, but as common to all,
so as to share them without hesitation when others are in need'. But Leo qualified this by saying
that the rich were entitled to keep up their station in Me and were to give out of their surplus to the
poor. It was not a question of justice - and hence not enforceable in law - but of charity (ibid,
335 para. l9). Thus the full force of Aquinas' teaching on comrnon use was deflected by the
hierarchical social assumptions in which Leo located the right to property and failed to address the
underlying economic and structural factors.

To be fair to Leo, given his assumptions about the hierarchical nature of society and the
paternalistic role of the upper classes, he could not endorse a forceful redistribution of property
without undermining his understanding of social order and precipitating the class war he so
feared.

The Church, of course, had to relieve poverty through its charitable work, but it alone could
not remove the problem. Only the State could act authoritatively in the civil sphere to protect the
poor against exploitation, ensure proper wages were paid and that working conditions were
humane. Hence he supported State intervention in the economy, against the older laissez-faire
theory of capitalism. The role of the State was also a major issue in debate between the Christian
Democratic wing of Catholic social thought and the opposing corporatists, who were fearful of
greater state power.

The question of wages was another one on which the Pope sought to adjudicate between
Catholics. Were employers bound to pay a family wage, or merely one to support the worker
alone? Leo argued that 'the law, therefore, should favour ownership, and its poft.y should be to
induce as many as possible to become owners' (ibid, p.346 para.35). Wages, then, had to be high
enough for the workers to accumulate property. But he left undefined whether this was a family
wage, and if it were due to the worker out of the virtue of justice.

Ruling out revolution as the way to bring in social reform, he supported union organisation
instead, preferably of workers and employers together, under the influence of religion. He did
ccncede that workers could form unions for themselves alone, but did not explicitly allow for
religiously neutral unions, as existed in Australia and Britain. Nor did he support the right to strike,
though he was interpreted by Cardinals Manning and Moran as so doing.

Leo supported an organic theory of the State in which each unit had a specific place and
function for the corffnon good of the whole. In his hierarchical worldview, the common good was
achieved when all knew their place and fulfilled their obligations to others within that framework.
The basic unit, of course, was the family, and by this Leo meant the patriarchal Italian family
which he took as a model. The head of the family, the'paterfamilias', was a benign and loving
ruler. But Leo had no awiueness of the changing roles of women, or the extent to which they were
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alreadycaught up in theworkforce inmanyeconomies. Patriarchalnotions of familywere strongly
supported by the Church even in Australia up till recent decades.

The limitations of the encyclical are clear, but its achievements were very significant. Leo
firmly rejected the medieval romanticism of the corporatist proposals and Steered the official
Church teaching to support social reforms within capitalism. He affirmed the right of the Church
to speak on the moral issues of the Social Questioo supported social reform efforts among the
working class and urged all Catholics to turn their attention to issues of social reform.

The'integralisf reaction

If it was tragic that the papacy issued its first social encyclical only in I89I, worse was to come
afterLeoXIII with the anti-Modernist campaignsunderPope StPius& whichcrushedthe rebirth
in Church scholarship, particularly in biblical studies and theology; but they also inflicted severe
defeats on the nascent Christian Democratic movements and trade unions in Europe. The reaction
to the liberalising trend of Leo's pontificate had begun towards the end of his long life when Leo
fell under the influence of conservative groups in the Vatican. His I90I encyclical on Christian
Democracy forbade Christian Democracy to develop in a political directiory and placed it firmly
under clerical control.

This clericalism ran to extremes under Pope St Pius X (I903-I4), who supported the anti-
Modernist campaigns of the seH-named 'integralists', who had been organised into a secret
organisation called t}re Sodalitium Pianum by Mg Umberto Benigni. By its strict adherence to past
formulations of the faith" and often with a yearning for the political and social forms of earlier
'Catholic'ages, integralists assumed the mantle of fidelity and a loyalty to the Church which did
not take enough account of the changes in society or the need to reformulate doctrine and Church
structures, to respond better to the changed times. While looking to the past for its models of
Catholicity and society, it failed to understand the contingency of those forms and the historicity of
the Church's doctrinal formulations. It also assumed that theology had priority over the social and
empirical sciences, and hence failed to respect the competencies of the various sciences and
disciPlines.tt

Many of the leading scholars of the day were condemned or held in suspicion, and with the
exception of some in Germany and France, most Catholic scholars retreated into the study of
history or'the reiteration of textbook formulas'.r2 The campaign did immense damage to Catholic
scholarship just at a time when it could have helped the Church enter a more productive exchange
with contemporary thought. The anti-Modernists were also involved in the condemnations of Le
SiIIon tn I9I0 and other French and Itdian Christian Democratic movements. Canon Joseph
Cardijn later narrowly escaped condemnation by receiving the personal protection of pope
Pius XI.t:

In Germany, however, the anti-Modemists met solid resistance from sections of the
episcopate around Cardinal Fischer of Cologne, the Christian rade unions and the Centre party.r+
This resistance was reflected in some of the German Jesuit writers who developed the roiiul
metaphysics behind the Christian Democrats in their debate with Marxism and liberal capitalism.
While the Christian Democratic influence developed strongly in Germany, it was almosr
eliminated in Italy after Pius XI came to an accornmodation with Mussolini which involved the
suppression of the Christian Democrats and the expulsion of Fr Luigi Sturzo from Italy. Instead,
the Pope favoured the clerically controlled model of Catholic Action to replace the independent
political activity of the Christian Democrats.

The reactionary mentality of "integlalism'remained as a strong undercurrent in the Church
up till the Second Vatican Council. Yet many Catholics would be unaware of its existence and
meaning. Few would know of its role in the set-backs to the progressive Catholic social
movements early in this century.

Connected with the problem of integralism were questions of the authority of the social and
papal statements, and principles of interpretation. The authority of the papacy went unquestioned
by most loyal Catholics, not least in Australia, even when it spoke abbut social and political
matters strictly beyond its competence. There was very little information available about the

IO
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degrees of assent required for different levels of Church teaching and therefore about the scope
for dissent. This is an area currently very much at the centre of tlieological debate. The history;f
the Church for the past two centuries provides much valuable information on how Church
authority is to be understood and dissent handled. This history cannot simply be read as a
vindication for Church authorities. With hindsight, we celn see that not infrequently official
Catholic directives on social or political matters were badly mistaken utra t.d io tragic
consequences.

This presents a maior problem for theological reflection on Church social teaching and
tradition. How is it possible for the Church to have been so mistaken on occasion? What does this
mean for the claims by the Church to moral authority in social issues? What can be learned from
oru past history for future action?

I am not arguing of course, for a withdrawal by the Church from social activity, but for a more
critical reflectiory a wider process of consultatiory and a more modest moral stance by the teaching
Church.

First, a more critical theological reflection is needed. In the past we have been badly served by
histories which" no doubt for reasons of loyalty and devotion and fear of causing r."trd"l, guro. i
pious interpretation of events which was often quite uncritical. English biographies of popes and
leading Catholic figwes were often little more than hagiogaphy.r5 The result among many
Catholics was a quite distorted view of the development of Catholic social thought and
movements, with the major issues in conllict ignored or unexamined. Exaggeration of the
authority of the Church and papacy either forced many Catholics into a sullen, or worse,
unquestioned passivity, or it alienated them from what they considered authoritarian political
judgments illegitimately enforced in the narne of faith. Much of the vwiting on Church teaching
was either heavily philosophical or little more than extended commentary, with very little
apparent understanding of the historical contexts which gave rise to various movements and
statements.

What is needed for a social theology today is a far more acute reading of the historical
development of the teaching withitsstrengthsandlimitations. Suchatheologyhsoneedsto draw
competently from the extensive literature on the role of religion in the process of industrialisation,
especially in sociology and economic history. Up till the present, unfortunately, most Catholic
social writing in English has remained outside the main streams of secular academic debate in
these areas. John Coleman has vwitten on the need for such a contextualised theology in the
United States, a theology which is alert to 'the structural limitations and possibilities of the
American Church'.to The same could be said for local churches elsewhere, including Australia and
New Zealand.

Secondly, as the writer of Pius XI's Quadragesimo Anno lamented in I97I, it was still possible
even then for social encyclicals to be prepared by a small goup of people without extensive
consultation.with peers and other Christians. He regretted that in writing euadragesimo Anno(l9ll), he had worked almost alone, and was forbidden to reveal what he=wis doing.rz The US
bishops in recent years have adopted a different, more participatory process in draftingitatements
onpeace and the US economy, an example followedby the Australianbishopsin their enquiry on
the distribution of wealth in Australia. Pope John Paul II has also broadened participation in
writing some major social statements, most notably Solicitudo Rei Socialis in 1988. Coleman would
go further; he wrote that 'it is by sheer chance that the bulk of Catholic social teaching has been
articulated by the Hierarchy, Popes and bishops', a happy chance, but 'the appropriate voice for
enunciating a theology of culture and Maritain's concrete historical ideal is not hierarchical but
lay' (Ameican Strategic Theology, p.39). He said that Catholicism had so far been unable to give
organisational force to 'lay-controlled'movements for social change (p.42-3).

Church social teachingrepeatedly affirms the right to participate inpolitical and social affairs,
and even within the Church itself, but has found the latter difficult to implement (p.143). partly
this is a result of clerical, authoritadan or hierarchical patterns of behaviour inherited from the
pasU partly it is a matter of leaming new processes of information-sharing, debate and
consultation. The earlierhierarchical pattem was neater and simpler, but the tr".rd i, i.r.reasingly

II
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in the direction of greater consultation and layparticipation. Colemanpointed out the difficulties
in this, and especially pointed to the need for a'reward'structure for the 'disenfranchised religious
proletariat', the laity. Without an upgrading of the status of laity within the Church, he says it will
be impossible to mobilise them for social transformation (p.8I):

With the collapse of the Catholic Action strategy in the post-Vatican II Church,
there is, at present, no viable European or North American model for Church-
society relations, no sustained pastoral mobilization of lay energies toward world
transformation, no compelling sense of the world of work as, genuinely , areligious
vocation, no appropriate vision with powerful leverage to criticize the im-
perfections and rank injustices of the social order. The absence of these creates a

situation of pastoral tragedy and represents a serious dereliction of duty on the part
of the Church. For their absence means the effective abdication of the Church's
vocation to transform the world (p.46).

Not surprisingly, the Church is still struggling with pressures for and against this trend. Coleman is

insistent:

The institutional Church will have failed in its task as Church and its essential

mission to the world unless it gives birth, in each generation, to a Iarge cohort of
laity actively articulating envisioning and embodying an appropriate historical

ideal (p.53).

Thirdly, the Church's stance must be more modest and avoid appearing to issue solutions or
formulas from on high. It must earn the right to speak by its listening to the experience and

knowledge of relevant gfoups, by its manifest competence and active involvement with the issues

under discussion, by its courtesy in public debate and its respect for the processes of opinion-
formation and development of public policy.

Again the historical record is important for the Church's self-understanding here. The late
Karl Rahner quoted the German bishops vwiting in 1967 that:

. . . we must soberly d.iscuss a difficult question . . . that in thei exercise of its office,
the doctrinal authority of the Church can be subject to error and has in fact erred.16

Church history offers many examples to bear out Rahner's views. He warned against claiming too
much authority for Church statements, and against a 'triumphalist' view which claimed the

Church alone had the answers which needed only to be followed.tp Especially in socio-economic
questions where conscientious Catholics disagreed, he said it was important for the Church to
know when to leave Catholics to make their own independent evaluations. This was becoming

more frequently the case as moral aspects of socio-economic issues became more complex and

beyond the resources of Catholic scholars to evaluate. It was more important for the Church to
offer a good moral formation for Catholics so that they could make their own judgments on these
issues.2o Hence the judgment about when the Church should speak and when it should not is not a
simple one. If the Church is to win a hearing today, it must also take great care to demonstrate the
reasonableness of its position. A simple invocation of religious authority is sometimes more likely
to alienate as to attract an attentive hearing today.

In conclusion, the centenary of Rerum Novarumgives Catholics the chance to reflect critically
on our past performance and see what we can learn for the future. Clearly, the Church's

commitment to justice and social reform, to human rights and social action, has developed greatly

over the last one hundred years. Despite the many and ftagic reverses to Catholic social

movements in the years before the Second Vatican Council, recent years have seen a greatly

expanded and more sophisticated Catholic social activism in many parts of the world.
To learn from the past, we must avoid the temptation to romanticise the Catholic tradition,

and instead recover more fully the Catholic story of social action, with its strengths and
weaknesses. What we need is an unabashed commitment by scholars to t}:re whole truth, even if it is
unedifying at times, and a critique of the distortions in much of the apologetic literatrre of the past.

We need to understand better some of the earlier conflicts, and to frankly acknowledge mistakes.
EquaIIy, of coulse, we need to be aware of the dangers of hindsight ofjudgingunfairly the actions
of earlier generations. In Australia, perhaps, we are somewhat innocent of the con{licts which
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have tormented Catholics in Europe and elsewhere. But they have important lessons for how the
Church should continue and strengthen its work of evangelisation for justice.
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